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A strong colouring of a hypergraph is an assignment of colours to its vertices o that no two 
vertices in a hyperedge have the same colour. We establish that strong colouring of partial triple 
systems is NP-complete, even when the number of colours is any fixed k h S. In contrast, an effi- 
cient algorithm is given for strong colouring of maximal partial triple systems. Observations in 
this algorithm underpin a complete determination of the spectrum of strong chromatic numbers 
for maximal partial triple systems. 
1. Background 
A (partial) block design with parameters (v, k, A) is a pair (V, B); V is a v-set of 
elements and B is a collection of k-element subsets of V called blocks. Every 
unordered pair of elements appears in exactly (at most) il blocks. Partial block 
designs are k-uniform hypergraphs; when in addition il = 1, they are simple k- 
uniform hypergraphs. We are concerned here with the case k = 3 and A = 1; these are 
partial trip/e systems. A partial triple system leaves a (possibly empty) set of 
unordered pairs uncovered; these unordered pairs can be treated as the edges of a 
graph, called the leave of the partial triple system. A partial triple system is maximal 
when its ieave is triangie-free. The special case when the ieave is empty is a Steiner 
trip/e system. We refer the reader to [l] for standard material in design theory, and 
to [6] for previous research on the complexity of design-theoretic problems. 
A (weakj colouring of a hypergraph G= (V, E) is an assignment of zoiours from 
a finite set C to the vertices in V so that no edge in E is monochromatic; it is a k- 
colouring when ICI = k. The (weak) chromatic number of G is the minimum k for 
which G has a k-colouring. Weak coiourings of hypergrayhs are a natural 
generalization of graph colourings, and have been extensively studied when the 
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hypergraph is a block design or partial block design. Colouring partial triple systems 
and full triple systems is NP-complete [4, 141. The spectrum of chromatic numbers 
for triple systems has been studied in [7, 151. 
Another generalization of graph colouring seems not to have been studied for 
designs. A strong colouring of a hypergraph G= (V, E) is an assignment of colours 
from a finite set C to vertices in V so that every two vertices in a hyperedge r ceive 
different colours. When ICI = k, this is a strong k-colouring; the strong chromatic 
number is the minimum k for which a strong k-colouring exists. One could 
equivalently transform the hypergraph to a graph by replacing each hyperedge by 
a clique on the same vertices; the chromatic number of the resulting raph is the 
strong chromatic number of the hypergraph. 
The strong chromatic number of a (v, k, A) design is trivial to compute; every pair 
of elements appears in a block together, and hence v colours are necessary (and suf- 
ficient). For partial triple systems, the situation is not as clear. In fact, we show that 
determining the strong chromatic number of a partial triple system is NP-complete. 
We show then that a strong colouring corresponds exactly to a partition of the leave 
graph into cliques. This leads immediately to an efficient for strong chromatic 
number of maximal partial triple systems, using standard matching techniques. 
Finally, we completely determine the smtrum of strong chromatic numbers for 
maximal partial triple systems. .‘, ‘-9 
2. The complexity of strclag colouring 
Consider any strong colouring with k colours of a partia: tripie system (V, B); any 
colour class contains elements such that no two appear together in a block. Hence, 
every colour class induces aclique in the leave of the pts. Thus a strong k-colouring 
gives a partition of the leave into k cliques. Conversely, suppose that a partition of 
the leave into k cliques is specified. A strong k-colouring is obtained by taking the 
colour classes to be the classes of the partition into cliques. Hence we have 
Lemma 2.1. A strong k-colouring of a partial trip/e system exists if and only if its 
leave has a partition into k cliques. 
Partition into cliques (for general graphs) is NP-complete [g]; to apply to strong 
coiouring, we wouid require that partition of leave graphs jnto cliques is HP- 
complete. Using the Latin h~~~t~**-r-l~ ‘---_-~~~6rer~~~~~ rnrroduced in [2, 31, this can be proved. 
Ho-wever, we pursue a different route here which leads to a more sngrai resuhc. 
Any partial triple system with at least on’: block has strong chromatic number at 
least hree; even determining whether it equals three is apparently hard, however. 
2.2. Determining whether apartial triple system has a strong k-cokluring 
is NP-complete, for any ,fi.xed kL 3. 
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Proof. Membership in NP is straightforward, as it is easy to verify that an assign- 
ment of colours is a strong k-colouring. To show NP-completeness, we therefore 
reduce the problem of k-edge-colouring for graphs to strong k-colouring of partial 
triple systems; the NP-completeness of graph k-edge-colouring for every fixed kz 3 
is proved in [ 10, 121. Let G = ( Vi E) be a simple u-vertex m-edge graph which is an 
instance of k-edge-colouring, and let E= {et, .. . , e,, }. We define a partial triple 
system P= (E’, B) whose lement set E’contains the edge set of G. For each vertex 
IEV, let N={el,..., e:} be the s edges incident with u. Now for each pair 
1 s i< jl S, place a new element X,~j in E’, and place a block {$, e:, e;} in B. 
After processing all vertices, E’ has 0(02 + m) elements, and hence the transforma- 
tion is polynomial. Note also that (E’, B) is a partial triple system since (1) G is a 
simple graph, and (2) new elements are added in processing each vertex of G. 
We need only show that G has a k-edge-colouring if and only if (E’, B) has a 
strong k-colouring. A strong k-colouring of (E’, B) assigns different colours to 
edges of G which are adjacent, and hence gives a k-edge-colouring. In the other 
direction, a k-edge-colouring can be extended to a strong k-colouring by observing 
that each new element appears in a unique block, and since k? 3 can be assigned 
any colour not appearing already in that block. This completes the proof. Cl 
An easy modification enables us to prove 
Theorem 2.3. Strong k-colouring of partial (v, h, 1) designs is NP-complete for 
every krhz3. 
The proof is very similar; here, add h - 2 elements for every pair of incident edges 
in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
When the partial triple system is required to be maximal, the character of the pro- 
blem changes entirely: 
Theorem 2.4, The strong chromatic number of maximal partial triple systems can 
be computed in polynomial time. 
Proof, Given a maximal partial triple system (V, B), form its leave G = ( V, E). By 
Lemma 2.1, the strong chromatic number of (V, B) is precisely the fewest number 
of cliques in a partition of G into cliques. Now every clique in such a partition is 
either a single vertex, or a pair of adjacent vertices. ‘With this in mind, a partition 
of G into k cliques induces amatching with v - k edges together with 2k - v isolated 
vertices. The smallest partition into ~liqucs therefore corresponds precisely *- r0 a 
maximum matching in G, and hence can be efficiently found [ Ill. 0 
The important observation here is that partition into cliques for triangle-free 
graphs is a restatement of the maximum matching problem. In the next section, we 
exploit this correspondence further. 
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3. The spectrum of strong chromatic numbers 
The close relation between matchings and strong chromatic numbers can be ex- 
ploited to determine the spectrum of strong chromatic numbers for maximal partial 
triple systems. We consider a number of cases, according to congruence modulo 6; 
however, each reiies on a recent heorem: 
Theorem 3.1 Is, 91. Every v-vertex m-edge graph having nz = (2”) (mod 3) and all 
vertex degrees equal to zero or two is the leave of a maximal partial triple system 
,E ,“A_” . . . . ..+c. #mUA #m*mmL~:-u /r I I/r AU ..-n UJ urucr u, WELN unc ~~cqmuri, L4 w q vri u = 7. 
In each case, observe that the smallest possible strong chromatic number is v/2 
and the largest possible is v; for this reason we denote by J(v) the set { [v/21, . .,. , v} . 
S(v) c J(v) denotes the set of numbers which are actually realized as strong 
rhrnmntir s-ylrnherc nf s mnyimal nartial trinb cvctpm nf nrtbr B) ~...V..YI.~~ &U.IL”I.” V. u . ..U‘.I...UI yua ,.ebm ,r*y.v “JUCI... V* Y.UII V. 
When v is odd, to show that v-t E S(v), we need only show that there is a leave 
of a maximal pts(v) having a maximum matching of size t. 
Lemma 3.2. When v = 1,3 (mod 6): S(v) = J(v) - {I-) - ii - - 21, - .-I - \-, 
Proof, To show that v - t E S(v), proceed as follows. When t =O (mod 3), Theorem 
3.1 shows that CZ1 is a leave; it has a maximum matching of size t. When t= 1 
(mod 3) and t > 1, Theorem 3.1 shows that C 21+ I is a leave; it has a maximum mat- 
ching of size t. When t 5 2 (mod 3) and t ~3, Theorem 3.1 shows that C2r_3 U Cs 
is a leave; it has a maximum matching of size t. This settles all cases except  = 1 
and t = 2. No leave has a maximum matching of size 1, as any nonvoid leave con- 
tains a cycle; since the pts is maximal, the cycle is of length at least four. The argu- 
ment for t= 2 is similar. Cl 
Lemma 3.3. When v = 5 (mod 6), S(v) = J(v) - {v - 1, v}. 
Proof. To show that v - t E S(v), proceed as follows. When t =O (mod 3) and t 2 3, 
take a pts with leave Q,+ 1. When t = 1 (mod 3) and tr4, take a pts with leave 
CZ,_3 U Cs. When t= 2 (mod 3), take a pts with leave C2,. This leaves t= 0 and 
t = 1, which are easily excluded. El 
When v is even, we employ Theorem 3.1 in a different way. Observe that a cycle 
of length 6x+s has a maximal (not necessarily maximum) matching with e edges, 
whenever 
2xses3x when s=O, 
2x-t+Q?e33x when s= 1, 
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2x+ 15e53x+ 1 when s=2, 
2x-k 15:53x+ 1 when s=3, 
2x+2ser3x+2 when s=4, 
2x+2rer3x+2 when s=S. 
The construction of 
chings as follows. 
these maximal matchings i a trivial exercise. We use the mat- 
Lemma 3.4. Let Cti+S be the leave of an mpt(v - l), and let M be a maximal mat- 
ching of this leave with e edges. Then there exists an mpt(v) whose leave has a max- 
imum matching of size e+ 1 when 6x+s<v- 1, or of size e when 6x+s=v- 1. 
Proof. Construct he mpt(v) as follows. Add a new element 00 to the mpt(v - I), and 
add a triple containing 00 for each pair in the matching M. The result is an mpt(v) 
whose leave is a forest, having one tree containing 06 and a collection of disjoint 
edges. It is straightforward toverify that when 6x+ SC v - 1, we can select one edge 
involving 00 and e edges from the components of the cycle remaining when M is 
removed; this gives a maximum matching of size e + 1. When 6x + s = v - 1, one ob- 
tains only e edges as the edges involving = are all incident with one of the e edges 
chosen in the matching. Cl 
This lemma allows us to handle the even cases quite easily. 
Lemma 3.5. When v=O (mod6), S(v)=J(v)- (v-2, v- 1, v]. 
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.4, we must take s- 1 or s= 4. The first few selections 
of x and s are given here, along with the sizes of matchings resulting from Lemma 
3.4: 
x s sizes of matchings 
0 4 3 
1 1 4 
1 4 56 
2 i 6,7 
2 4 7,8,9 
3 1 8,9,10 
3 4 9,10,11,12 
Every matching size exceeding two is han by approp&Ge selecric\n 
s (notice that when 6x+- = v-2, the case v/2 is handled). his leaves only 
v - 2, u - 1, v. The last two are easily excluded. Excluding v - 2 is more complicated. 
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Suppose there is a leave A!, having a maximum matching of size 2; note that L has 
0 (mod 3) edges. L has some vertices of degree xceeding one; suppose it has d of _- _ 
them. If d= 1, L has o- 1~2 (mod 3j edges, a contradiction. If a’=2, L has 1 
(mod 3) or 2 (mod 3) edges depending on whether the two high degree vertices are 
adjacent or not; in either case, this is a contradiction. Finally, suppose dr 3. Each 
of the three high degree vertices has at least one neighbour not shared by either of 
-!--- the other two, since i is triangle-free. But then L has a matching of size 3, wliich 
is a contradict;on. t7 
Lemma 3.6. When u = 2 (mod 6), S(v) = J(v) - {v}. 
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.4, we must ake s= 0 or s= 3. As before, let us check the 
small cases: 
x s ciwc nf matrhinoc “LU”” v. 11.w.w . . . . reu 
0 0 1 
1 3 2 
1 0 3,4 
1 3 4,s 
2 0 5,6,7 
2 3 6,798 
At the other extreme, taking 6x+ 0= v - 2 gives a matching of size v/2. U 
Lemma 3.7. When 0~4 (mod 6) and v>4, S(v) = J(v) - (v>. 
Proof. We use Lemma 3.4, taking s= 0 and s= 3. This parallels the proof of Lemma 
2 I; mrmant tha PPCP r1/9 TA cottle thic /\na L-am-ininn o~ca xw.s nmnlnw - mnthnA A~wa J.“, rrrrryb EIICI WUUb “I Y. fi w J*LLL~ C~AIJ uub ~b~i1aiiiii~6 ba3b9 wb brripiw~ a ~41bbiiwu uub 
to Novak [ 131. To produce an mpt(6t + 4), form two disjoint mpt(3t + 2)‘s, each hav- 
ing the maximum number of triples. To the resulting set of triangles, add triples us- 
ing all edges within the leaves of the two mpt(2t+ 3)‘s; the result is an mpt(6t + 4) 
whoce leave ic binartite_ Mmenver_ there ic ZI selmtinn nf trinkc tn mid tn mwre ----L- _-_ _ _ -  -_ r-m -m--w a-___ VW _ _m, __a___ mu rrr YI*w-Imv.- -a “‘r’“‘” IV w-w WV _--“I- _ 
that the bipartite leave has a matching of size 3t + 2, as long as t> 0; details are left 
to the reader. Cl 
In summary, then? we have shown that 
is 
. The spectrum S(v) for strong chromatic numbers ofa maximal pts(u) 
J(v)- (v-2, v- 1) when DE I (mod 61, 
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when v= 2 (mod 6), 
JhA- {v-2: v- 1) - \-I when v= 3 (mod q3 
J(v) - {u) when v=4 (mod B), 04, 
J(v)- {v- 1, u) when v= 5 (mod 6). 
The extension to (non-maximaij partiai tripie systems is reasonabiy straight- 
forward. 
The most ‘striking conclusion is the sharp contrast between determining the strong 
chromatic number for maximal and non-maximal partial triple systems. The effi- 
obnt alar\rithm fnt ma&ma1 nartial t&da cwctamc ic a tvwxennmuanen r\f tkn nkenswa- V*wal, US&“’ 1,aaa.a 1-1 .aaLCRaaaacba yssa La- baay~r UJULW~AAU au ca WWAAD~~U~AA~~ va LAA~ VULVA va- 
tion that partition into cliques for triangle-free graphs is matching. This observation 
is of further interest, because it serves as the foundation of the complete determina- 
tion of the spectrum of strong chromatic numbers in Section 3. This determination 
also illustrates very wei1 the atmlicatinn of Theorem_ 3 = Ii -rc--------- 
One interesting question is left unanswered here. When one considers partial 
(v, k, 1) designs for k>3, Theorem 2.2 extends immediately to show that determin- 
ing strong chromatic number for a partial (v, k, 1) system is NP-complete. However, 
the extension of Theorem 2.4 to ma.Mzal partial (v, k, 1) designs is open; we suspect 
that it is difficult, but too little is known about maximal partial (v, k, 1) designs at 
present. 
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